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Abstract Branch and Bound Algorithms based on Interval Arithmetic permit to solve ex-
actly continuous (as well as mixed) non-linear and non-convex global optimization prob-
lems. However, their intrinsic exponential time-complexities do not make it possible to solve
some quite large problems. The idea proposed in this paper isto limit the memory available
during the computations of such a global optimization code in order to find some efficient
feasible solutions. By this way, we introduce a metaheuristic frame to develop some new
heuristic global optimization algorithms based on an exactcode. We show in this paper, with
a small assumption about the sorting by breadth first of elements in the data structure, that
the time-complexity of such metaheuristic algorithms becomes polynomial instead of expo-
nential for the exact code. In order to validate our metaheuristic approach, some numerical
experiments about constrained global optimization problems coming from the COCONUT
library were solved using a heuristic which certifies an enclosure of the global minimum
value. The objective is not to solve completely the problem or find a better solution, but it
is to know what is the highest precision which can be guaranteed reliably with the available
memory.

Keywords Interval Analysis, Branch and Bound, Limited Memory, Metaheuristic,
Algorithmic Complexity.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, to solve continuous constrained global optimization problems, we have some
different algorithmic strategies depending on: (i) the size of the problem, (ii) some proper-
ties about the objective function and of the constraints (for example: linearity, continuity,
differentiability, convexity), (iii) the time that we haveto solve the problem. These continu-
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ous constrained global optimization problems can be formulated as follows:















min
x∈X⊂Rn

f (x)

s.t.
gi(x) ≤ 0 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,ng},
hj (x) = 0 , ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,nh}.

(1)

Assuming that we have enough properties to use interval arithmetic techniques [13], i.e.,
the equations must be explicitly given, which is a general frame for the study of global opti-
mization problems (all the examples presented in the COCONUT library are so formulated,
[2,15]). Therefore, a large part of deterministic and stochastic, local or global algorithms can
be used to try to solve efficiently those kinds of continuous constrained global optimization
problems of type (1).

Deterministic global optimization algorithms have already shown their efficiency by
solving exactly some of those problems of type (1). Generally the free global optimization
softwareGlobSoldue to Kearfott et al. is used [8].GlobSolis based on interval arithmetic
and Branch and Bound techniques. However,IBBA which is our own interval Branch and
Bound code have shown its efficiency to solve some industrialproblems such as, for exam-
ple, for the design of electrical machines [5,6,10,12]; in [6] and [12] some improvements of
the basicIBBAcode was done for solving exactly problems of design including a black-box
constraint (computed by a finite element code) and also wherethe size is unknown (depend-
ing on the first integer variable). Nevertheless, the exponential time-complexity (and also
often in memory) of these deterministic algorithms yields their intrinsic limits. One of the
main purpose of this paper, is to offer the possibility to deal more efficiently with those
complicated design problems.

Thus, to solve efficiently some global optimization problems, the users must often choose
between a local search algorithm (such as for example a Lagrangian increased method),
metaheuristic techniques based on local search methods (such as for example Taboo or VNS
algorithms) or stochastic global optimization techniques(such as for example genetic algo-
rithms or simulated annealing based techniques).

In this paper, the proposed metaheuristic methodology is based on an exact interval
global optimization algorithm and its convergence is enforced by limiting the available
memory during its execution. Here, we choose our ownIBBAcode to make our metaheuris-
tic based algorithms. However, our following results couldbe extended to other bisections
or multisections based algorithms such as for interval Branch and Bound codes like GlobSol
[8].

The idea to put a limit on the memory seems to be first studied byCasado et al. in [1]
showing on a lot of numerical examples of unconstrained global optimization problems the
great interest of the use of those kinds of heuristic. In our paper, the methodology is pre-
sented as a metaheuristic approach yielding to some distinct but linked algorithms. A partic-
ularly interesting heuristic keeping information about the enclosure of the global minimum
value is detailed. Moreover, some theoretical results are given about the time-complexity of
such algorithms with limited memory and when the data structure is managed by breadth
first, this time-complexity is proved to be a polynomial one;the data structure is necessary
for storing the current pending leaves of the Branch and Bound tree. The numerical tests, that
we are addressed with, concern continuous global optimization problems with constraints
in order to illustrate the behavior of an heuristic algorithm which provides an information
about the enclosure of the global minimum value at the end of its execution.
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In Section 2, the metaheuristic methodology based on the limitation of the memory is
presented. Some heuristics are then proposed, and one of them namedHp, is entirely de-
tailed; Hp has the advantage to enclose the global minimum value found by determining
a certified accuracyP which is computed during the execution of the algorithm and which
guaranteed theP-global optimality. This section contains also some properties about this
heuristicHp. Section 3 is dedicated to the study of the time-complexity of such a meta-
heuristic methodology. One of the main results of this work concerns theorems about an
efficient overestimation of the maximal number of iterations of the main loop of anIBBA
code, which is a linear function depending on the number of variables and thus, the order
of complexity becomes polynomial instead of exponential for IBBA. Section 4 validates our
metaheuristic methodology approach by testing our algorithm based on the heuristicHp on
some numerical examples coming from the COCONUT website [2,15]. These first experi-
mentations are just given to illustrate the behavior of sucha metaheuristic algorithm and also
to show the potentiality of these approaches to solve largerconstrained global optimization
problems. Section 5 summarizes the results of the paper.

2 A Metaheuristic for IBBA with Limited Memory

In order to clarify the study of those metaheuristic based algorithms, we first recall in Algo-
rithm 1 theIBBAcode that we use in this paper, see also [7,8,10,14].

Algorithm 1 stops using two distinct criteria: (i) on the value of the objective function
such as̃f−min(Z, f z)∈L f z≤ ε f or (ii) on the widths of the boxes remaining inL such as
max(Z, f z)∈L w(Z) ≤ εL , wherew(Z) is the width of boxZ and is equal to the width of its
longest edge. Moreover, we must add another stopping criterion: when the data structure
L becomes empty; this criterion is necessary to stop Algorithm 1 if the problem does not
have any feasible solution and it is also useful when we will include our limited-memory
algorithm. At line 5 of Algorithm 1, an element of the data structureL is extracted depending
on a heuristic: breadth first, lowest lower bound first, for more details see [4]. If a feasible
solution exists, Algorithm 1 could provide only a pointz̃where an upper bound of the global
minimum value(f̃) is attained (depending on the time and the memory which are needed to
solve the problem); thus sometimes some limits on the total CPU-time and on the available
memory can be given by the user and then these stopping criteria can be added.

Our metaheuristic method consists in fixing an upper boundMaxElts on the number
of elements stored in the data structureL . When this bound is reached, a heuristic is used
to limit the size ofL . This metaheuristic is completely based on IBBA and, in a first step, it
does not change the behavior of the algorithm until the size of L reachesMaxElts. The main
idea of the metaheuristic is to allow toIBBA to continue the optimization after reaching the
available memory. The heuristic is included in the Algorithm 1 mainly in line 21, but it can
appear everywhere in the main loop (between lines 4 and 22 of Algorithm 1).

The goal of this idea is to choose which elements are eliminated fromL to reduce its
size. Following the metaheuristic principle, many heuristics can be proposed, keeping more
or less information about the domain under study. Moreover,unlike classical metaheuristic
such as Taboo or VNS, a complete study of the domain is done when the heuristic is used;
a lower bound of the objective function over all the boxes andevaluations of constraints are
done. Thus, all this information can be used to create a heuristic. For example, some distinct
heuristics can be described as follows:

– Insert only one new subbox among the two possible ones in step12 of the algorithm (for
example the subbox which has the lowest lower boundf z),
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Algorithm 1 IBBA
1: X := initial box in which the global minimum is searched,{ X ⊆ R

n}
2: f̃ := +∞, denotes the current upper bound for the global minimum,
3: L := {(X,−∞)}, initialization of the data structure of the stored elements, {all elements inL has two

components:Z a box andf za lower bound off (Z)}
4: repeat
5: Extract fromL an element (for example the box with the lowest lower bound orthe largest one),
6: Bisect the considered box normal to a direction:V1,V2 {Select the component which has the maximal

width and bisect it by the middle}
7: for j = 1 to 2do
8: Pruning ofVj using aConstraint Propagation Technique[9],
9: if Vj is not emptythen

10: Computef vj := a lower bound off (Vj ), and all the lower and upper bounds of all the constraints
overVj ,

11: if f̃ ≥ f vj and no constraint is unsatisfiedthen
12: Insert(Vj , f vj ) in L ,
13: f̃ := min{f̃, f (m)}, wherem is the middle ofVj , if and only if msatisfies all the constraints,
14: if f̃ has changedthen
15: z̃ := m
16: Discard inL all the couples(Z, f z) such thatf z> f̃
17: end if
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: {Possible insertion of Algorithm 2.}
22: until A stopping criterion{choose (i) or (ii) or both} or whenL = /0

– Eliminate box with the maximal lower boundf z,
– Eliminate the box with the smallest width,
– Eliminate boxes which get the lowest probability to satisfyconstraints, according to a

statistical criterion,
– Eliminate boxes which get the lowest probability to containthe global minimum.

A lot of other heuristics can be developed and tested following this metaheuristic method-
ology.

Remark 1 Using this metaheuristic methodology, it could appear thatdeleting elements
one by one in the data structureL involves to considerably increase the CPU-time or not
improve at all the speed convergence. Hence, it is preferable to delete a large part ofL
when the number of elements ofL reachesMaxElts. For example, it should be interesting
to discard fromL , 100 or 1000 elements or 10% ofMaxElts.

The heuristic developed in this paper, consists in moving the value of the current solution
f̃ in order to keep inL only elements with lowest lower bounds; we denote this heuristic Hp
(for Heuristic on the Precision). In order to perform that, anew variableP is inserted. This
variable represents the precision obtained on the value of the global minimum and it is
modified during the computation. Each time that the size ofL reached the limitMaxElts,
P is incremented. However, when a new value off̃ is found,P can decrease. Therefore, at
the end of the algorithm,P provides a certified accuracy of the solutionf̃, i.e., the global
minimum value is guaranteed to be in[ f̃−P, f̃ ].

At each iteration of the main loop of Algorithm 1, the following subroutine presented
in Algorithm 2 will be executed at line 21 ofIBBA; this merged algorithm is denoted
IBBA-LMHp. Between line 2 and line 14 of Algorithm 2, whenf̃ has changed and if̃f ∈
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Algorithm 2 Heuristic on precision:LMHp

1: (Initialization before the first use of this algorithm:P := ε f , εaux := ε f andi := 1;MaxElts: the limit for
the number of elements ofL ; f̃prev which is the previous value of the current minimum iff̃ has changed.)

2: if f̃ has changedthen
3: if (f̃ 6= ∞) and(f̃ ≥ f̃prev−P) then
4: P := max{f̃− f̃prev+P,ε f }
5: εaux := ε f

6: while εaux≤
P

10×i do
7: εaux := 10× εaux
8: end while
9: else

10: P := ε f
11: εaux := ε f
12: i := 1
13: end if
14: end if
15: if (f̃ 6= ∞) and (|L | ≥ MaxElts) then
16: if f̃−P > min

(Z, f z)∈L
f z then

17: while f̃−P− εaux < min
(Z, f z)∈L

f z do

18: εaux := εaux
10

19: end while
20: end if
21: εaux := max{εaux,ε f }
22: P := P+ εaux
23: Delete inL all the elements(Z, f z) such thatf z> f̃−P
24: i := i +1
25: end if
26: if i = 10 then
27: εaux := 10× εaux
28: i := 1
29: end if

[f̃prev− P, f̃prev], then the value ofP is updated without modifying the bound̃f− P, i.e.,
P := f̃− f̃prev+ P; elseP is set to the initial valueε f . Moreover,εaux is a variable which
represents the step to incrementP, see line 22.εaux is updated when the valuẽf changes
in line 6-8 or line 11, and it is multiplied by 10 in line 27 to increaseP as a logarithmic
scale whenHp is used 10 times to not waste too much time in Algorithm 2; in line 17, if all
the elements ofL can be eliminated by one step, i.e.f̃− (P+ εaux) ≤ min(Z, f z)∈L f z, εaux is
divided by 10 until some elements inL are kept, i.e.̃f− (P+ εaux) > min(lZ, f z)∈L f z. Thus,
during the execution of the algorithm,P can increase ifMaxElts is reached and decrease if
a better value of̃f is found.

Remark 2 For IBBA-LMHp, it is not necessary to delete a great part ofL , because it is
indirectly provided by increasing the value of P.

Proposition 3 At the end ofIBBA-LM Hp when the stopping criterioñf− min
(Z, f z)∈L

f z≤ ε f is

chosen, the global minimum value (if a feasible solution exists) is in[ f̃−P, f̃ ].

Proof. If the number of elements ofL never reachesMaxElts, no heuristic included in
Algorithm 1 is used andP = ε f (the initial value). Hence, Algorithm 1 is used alone and
provides certified enclosure of the global minimum value with a width less thanP = ε f .
In the other case, Algorithm 2 is used and rejeted fromL boxes(Z, f z) if f z> f̃−P. At
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the beginning ofIBBA-LMHp, P = ε f , thus f̃−P is a certified lower bound of the global
minimum value. IfP increases (line 22 of Algorithm 2), all elements ofL could be deleted
only if it is proved that they cannot provide a solution lowerthan f̃−P. One denotesPprev

the value ofP at the previous iteration (Pprev corresponds to the value ofP before line 4
of Algorithm 2). If f̃ changes,P decreases such asP := max{f̃− f̃prev+Pprev,ε f} (line 4 of
Algorithm 2), thus all elements that has been already deleted could not provide a solution
lower thanf̃−P becausẽf−P≤ f̃prev−Pprev. Indeed, at the end of the algorithm, the deleted
elements are the elements which do not satisfied the constraints or cannot provide a solution
lower thanf̃−P. Therefore, at the end of the algorithm,f̃−P is a certified lower bound of
the global minimum value. Furthermore,f̃ corresponds to a feasible solution, thus it is also
an upper bound of the global minimum value.
Finally, the interval[ f̃−P, f̃ ] is a certified enclosure of the global minimum value.

Remark 4 In order to use efficiently IBBA-LMHp, it could be interesting to search some
local minima using a classical local algorithm. Thus, the corresponding value of the best
local minima could be used in Algorithm 2 by initializingf̃ to this corresponding value.
When no feasible solution will be provided, it is possible that the number of elements in
L during the running of Algorithm 1 including Algorithm 2, canbe greater than the limit
MaxElts and so on, until a first feasible solution is obtained. In thiscase, this heuristic is
inefficient and another one should be added.

3 Study of the Complexity in Time for someIBBA-LM Algorithms

In this section, we study the time-complexity and memory-complexity of such metaheuristic
algorithms denoted byIBBA-LM (Algorithm 1 and 2). Thus, we show that when the data
structureL of boxes under study is managed by breadth first, these metaheuristic based
algorithms with a limitation on memory involves a change of the time-complexity, i.e., from
exponential, it becomes a linear one by considering uniquely the number of iterations of the
main loop of Algorithm 1 (from step 4 to 22).

In the following, we denote byIBBAbf and IBBA-LMbf the algorithms where the data
structure is managed by breadth first, i.e., where the first element is the one with the largest
width w(Z) (this order is chosen because it is independent of the computation of the lower
boundsf z). The notationsIBBAε f (X) andIBBAεL (X) are also used in this paper to indicate
that anIBBA algorithm works with an initial search domain which is a boxX and uses a
stopping criterion respectively: (i) on the accuracy on thevalue of the minimum, denoted by
ε f ; (ii) on the width of the elements ofL , denoted byεL .

Let call PIBBA(n) the complexity inside the main loop of anIBBA algorithm for an in-
stance of problem (1) withn variables. This complexityPIBBA(n) depends on what proce-
dures are used in theIBBA code, i.e., if the constraint propagation technique is usedor not
[9], what kind of techniques are used for computing bounds [11,14], etc. However, this
complexity is polynomial in time and the corresponding subroutines use a small part of the
memory for those computations, see [9,11] for some examplesof such accelerating subrou-
tines including studies of complexity.

In this section, we use the classical definition in interval analysis of the width of a box
Z: w(Z) = maxi∈{1,...,n} w(Zi) = maxi∈{1,...,n}(zi −zi), whereZi = [zi ,zi ] is the ith component
of the boxZ, and wherew(Zi) = (zi −zi) is the width of theith componentZi of the boxZ.

First, we are interested in a particular property on the fullbinary tree, denoting byT (X),
which is created from the recursive bisections by the middleof the largest component of the
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boxes. The binary treeT (X) is constructed until the width of all the so-generated subboxes
becomes less thanεL . In the following, we use the classical definition of a level of a binary
tree; in level 0, we have onlyX, in level 1 we have just the two subboxes generated by
a bisection ofX by the middle of its largest component, etc. At each levelk, we have 2k

subboxes where each of them is generated byk successive bisections ofX.

Proposition 5 The width of all components of all subboxes in a same level ofT (X) are
equal.

The idea of this proof is to demonstrate that if two subboxes on the same level ofT (X)
differ by the width of at least one component, then its predecessors also differ by the width
of at least one component and so on, until the root which must be different and thus this
provides a contradiction.

Proof. First we note that two subboxes issued from the bisection of asame box have
exactly the same components except one which has the same width (bisection by the middle
of this component); these two subboxes are in the same level of T (X).

Now suppose that there exist two subboxesZ1 andZ2 which are both on the same level
k of T (X). Z1 andZ2 differ by the width of at least one component; let denote the corre-
sponding direction byν. Therefore, this implies, following the first sentence of this proof,
thatZ1 andZ2 comes from the decomposition of two distinct boxes in levelk−1 of T (X);
let denote these two predecessors byW1 and byW2 respectively. At least one of the widths
of all the components ofW1 must differ from those ofW2 by only four distinct ways: (i)W1

andW2 have the sameνth component ofZ1 and respectivelyZ2, henceW1 andW2 differ
by width in this direction; (ii)W1 has the same component ofZ1 in directionν (where the
width differs fromZ2) but notW2, i.e., the width of the component in directionν of Z2 is
multiplied by 2 inW2. This implies that inW1 another directionµ 6= ν was chosen for per-
forming the bisection and therefore the widths of the components in directionµ in W1 and
W2 differ; (iii) W2 has the same component in directionν but notW1, by a similar reasoning
from (ii), we conclude that there exist two components with different widths inW1 andW2;
(iv) W1 andW2 do not have the sameνth component of respectivelyZ1 andZ2, that implies
that in both cases the bisection was done by this same directionν and these two components
in W1 andW2 have twice the widths of those inZ1 and respectivelyZ2, and thus they also
differ by width.

Hence by recursion, we arrive to the two first subboxes comingfrom the bisection of the
box X which must have exactly the same widths for all the components (following the first
sentence of this proof). This is a contradiction and the result follows.

Corollary 6 All subboxes of a same level inT (X) have exactly the same width.

Proof.This corollary is just a consequence of Proposition 5.

3.1 Stopping criterion on the width

In this subsection, we take into account only the stopping criterion on the widths of boxes:

max
(Z, f z)∈L

w(Z)≤ εL , (2)

whereεL is a small positive value which is given by the user of Algorithm 1. We denote
IBBAεL the algorithm using this stopping criterion, see equation (2).
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At each iteration of the main loop ofIBBAεL with or without the limitation of the mem-
ory, the element is bisected into two subboxes. Thus we have 3cases: (i) the 2 subboxes are
inserted inL , (ii) only one subbox is inserted inL , (iii) no subbox is inserted. The initial box
which provides these two subboxes are discarded fromL and therefore, in the worst case
(without elimination and reduction of subboxes), the number of elements inL increases of
one per iteration of the main loop ofIBBAεL . Hence, in the worst case and without the use
of the limitation on memory technique, the number of elements inL is equal to the number
of iteration of the main loop ofIBBAεL plus one.

Proposition 7 By denotingN (IBBA εL (X)) the maximal number of iteration of anIBBA εL
code used for solving a problem with an initial domain denoted by X, we have:

N (IBBA εL (X)) = 2∑n
i=1

⌈

log2
w(Xi )

εL

⌉

−1, (3)

and an efficient overestimation is:

N (IBBA εL (X)) ≤ 2n×
⌈

log2
w(X)
εL

⌉

. (4)

Proof. By remarking that the maximal number of iterations of the main loop of anIBBAεL
code which is used to solve a problem with an initial domainX is obtained when all the
search treeT (X) is constructed, then it is just necessary to count the numberof iterations to
construct completelyT (X). To have all the subboxesZ with a widthw(Z) less thanεL , it is

necessary to bisectKi times each componenti until w(Zi)
2Ki

≤ εL yielding Ki :=
⌈

log2
w(Zi)

εL

⌉

.

Starting with all the decomposition of each component, we generate∏n
i=1 2Ki subboxes with

a size less thanεL . Using Corollary 6, one has that at each level ofT (X) all the boxes
have the same width, hence at the last level ofT (X) we must have these∏n

i=1 2Ki = 2∑n
i=1 Ki

subboxes with a width less thanεL . By denoting the level 0, the first level inT (X) which just
containsX, we obtain a link between the number of the level and the number of elements in
its level; i.e., for levelk we have 2k elements at this levelk of T (X). Therefore, the last level
of T (X) is the∑n

i=1 Ki one. To count the number of bisections inT (X ) which corresponds
to the maximal number of iterations of the main loop in anIBBAεL code, we have to sum all
the elements of each level ofT (X) until the last level minus one:

N (IBBAεL (X)) =
∑n

i=1 Ki−1

∑
l=0

2l = 2∑n
i=1 Ki −1,

and the first result follows. For the overestimation, it directly occurs when the inequality
w(Xi) ≤ w(X), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,n} is used.

In order to simplify, we can consider the order of complexityof IBBAεL which is given
by the following proposition.

Corollary 8 The order of time-complexity of anIBBA εL algorithm is:

O (IBBA εL (X)) = 2n
. (5)

To be more precise, we have to multiply this complexity by PIBBAεL
(n) but the order is2n and

this confirms the exponential complexity of anIBBA algorithm.

Proof.This result is directly obtained from equation (4) of Proposition 7.
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Remark 9 Note that this order of complexity is the same even if different heuristics for the
management of the data structureL are used: by deeper or breadth first, or by sortingL
by the increasing sort of the lower bounds f z, etc. Of course,as interval arithmetic has a
contraction mapping property [14], generally more boxes will be deleted using a heuristic
of deeper first in place of breadth first.

The previous theoretical results are well-known and some ofthem can be found in [3];
here, they are recalled and adapted to our notations and anIBBAεL code. The following
properties are new and deal with the complexity induced by the use of the metaheuristic
algorithmic frame proposed in this paper.

Now, we study the complexity of our metaheuristic based algorithm denoted byIBBA-LM.
The following results of time-complexity are only obtainedfor IBBA-LMbf (where the data
structure is managed by breadth first), which is a particularbut a general case ofIBBA-LM
algorithms. Let denote byN (IBBA(X)) the maximal number of iterations of the main loop
of a general interval branch and bound algorithmIBBA including or not a limited memory
metaheuristic technique.

Proposition 10 If N (IBBA εL (X)) ≤ MaxElts then

N (IBBA-LM εL (X)) = N (IBBA εL (X)) = 2∑n
i=1

⌈

log2
w(Xi )

εL

⌉

−1,

i.e., if the maximal number of iterations ofIBBA εL is less thanMaxElts, IBBA εL and
IBBA-LM εL has the same maximal number of iterations.

Proof. It is evident because the limit on the memory is never reachedand therefore the
heuristic ofIBBA-LMεL is never used and the iterations ofIBBA-LMεL and of IBBAεL are
exactly the same (of course if the main iterations insideIBBA-LMεL andIBBAεL are exactly
the same). Thus, in the worst case (generating the maximal number of iterations), this result
follows.

Hence, ifMaxElts is too high our metaheuristic methodology will never be used. How-
ever, this metaheuristic will be used in order to never reachthe capacity in memory of the
computer.

Let now consider the interesting case when the capacity in memory of the computer
is reached using anIBBA code and thus, when the limitation of the memory used involves
some changes on the behavior ofIBBA.

Theorem 11 An efficient overestimation value for the maximal number of iterations of the
main loop of such anIBBA-LM bf

εL metaheuristic algorithm is given by:

N (IBBA-LM bf

εL (X)) ≤ MaxElts×

(

n

∑
i=1

⌈

log2
w(Xi)

εL

⌉

)

. (6)

Proof. The maximum number of evaluated boxes is bounded above by themaximum
number of boxes per level ofT which are allowed to be stored inL (MaxElts) times the
maximum number of levels ofT .

In fact, to be more precise, we have that :

N (IBBA-LMbf

εL (X)) ≤ min
{

N (IBBAεL (X)),MaxElts×
(

∑n
i=1

⌈

log2
w(Xi)

εL

⌉)}

.

However, here we just study the time-complexity when the limitation of the memory has an
effect in such anIBBAcode.
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Theorem 12 The order of time-complexity of suchIBBA-LM bf

εL metaheuristic algorithm is:

O (IBBA-LM bf

εL (X)) = n×PIBBA-LMεL
(n). (7)

To be more accurate this order of complexity must be multiplied by a constant which can

have an important value:MaxElts×
⌈

log2
w(X)

εL

⌉

.

Proof.Using Theorem 11, we can make another overestimation by considering the fact that
∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,n},w(Xi) ≤ w(X). Thus

MaxElts×

(

n

∑
i=1

⌈

log2
w(Xi)

εL

⌉

)

≤ n×MaxElts×

⌈

log2
w(X)

εL

⌉

,

and the result follows by multiplying byPIBBA−LM(n) the polynomial complexity inside the
main loop ofIBBA-LMbf

εL .

ConsiderAmax an IBBA-LMbf

εL algorithm which generates the maximal number of itera-
tions. DenoteL a data structure of stored boxes under study managed by breadth first and
L (k) the data structure obtained afterk iterations. If using less thank iterations the solution
is obtained then we take by conventionL (k) = /0 and max(Z, f z)∈L (k) w(Z) = 0. Amax uses a
data structure denoted byLmax. At each iteration of the main loop, no elimination and no
reduction of a subbox is done (for anIBBA-LMbf

εL algorithm the decomposition is performed
by breadth first and the bisections by the middle of the largest component of the largest sub-
box). Hence, the size ofLmax will rapidly increase until the limitMaxElts is reached. We
will show below that this algorithmic behavior will generate the largest number of iterations
of the main loop for anIBBA-LMbf

εL method. This will be used to study the complexity of
such an algorithm.

Lemma 13 Let denoteL a data structure generated during the run of anIBBA-LM bf

εL . We
have:

max
(Z, f z)∈L (k)

w(Z)≤ max
(Z, f z)∈Lmax(k)

w(Z),∀k∈ {1, · · · ,N (IBBA εL (X))}.

Proof.First we note that at iterationMaxElts−1, one hasMaxElts elements inLmax which
is the maximum (all the subboxes are kept) and therefore, from iteration 1 to iteration
MaxElts−1, one has max(Z, f z)∈L (k) w(Z)≤ max(Z, f z)∈Lmax(k) w(Z).

In the following, l inf(A ,k) will denote the minimum explored level inT (X) for the
algorithmA at iterationk (if we are in some different levels, the level minimum is returned).
Furthermore, we denote bynmax the number of elements in levell of T (X) stored inLmax

and byl = l inf(Amax,MaxElts−1).
At iterationMaxElts−1+nmax, one has in the worst case,MaxElts elements inLmax; the

limit is reached since iterationMaxElts−1. Thus, one hasl inf(Amax,MaxElts−1+nmax) =
l +1. Indeed, between the iterationMaxElts−1 and iterationMaxElts−1+nmax, thenmax

elements extracted fromLmax are thenmax elements of the levell of T (X) (L is sorted by
breadth first), and to not reach the limitMaxElts and to not use the heuristic, we can only
add one of two subboxes generated by the bisection.

Moreover, one hasl inf(A ,MaxElts−1+nmax) ≥ l +1 (whereA is the algorithm corre-
sponding toL ), because ifl inf(A ,MaxElts−1) = l , this implies that the number of elements
in L , at this levell and at iterationMaxElts− 1, is less thannmax which is impossible
following the construction ofLmax where each generated subboxes is kept until iteration
MaxElts− 1. After k× MaxElts more iterations, one hasl inf(Amax,MaxElts− 1+ nmax+
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k×MaxElts) = l +1+k. One notes that it is impossible to go down throughT (X) slowly
(in term of increasing the level) without the need of strictly more thanMaxElts elements by
level of T (X) which is impossible by the use of our metaheuristic methodology based on
the limitation of the number of elements in the data structure atMaxElts.

In conclusion, it is impossible to have at an iterationk > MaxElts−1, l inf(Amax,k) >

l inf(A ,k) which implies, following Proposition 5, to have a case whereit exists a subbox
W ∈ L (k) such thatw(W) > max

(Z, f z)∈Lmax(k)
w(Z). Hence, the result follows.

Remark 14 These results are always true for all possibleIBBA-LM bf

εL algorithms includ-
ing or not accelerating techniques, such as constraint propagation techniques. This is due
to the fact that AlgorithmAmax will always generates the maximum number of iterations
comparing to all possible kinds ofIBBA-LM bf

εL algorithms. Furthermore, these properties
are still true if we consider interval Branch and Bound algorithms for solving unconstrained
global optimization problems such as those described in [1]; it is just necessary to have a
bisection technique by the middle of the largest component of a box, and the data structure
L must be sorted by breadth first. Thus, those theoretical results partially explain why the
fast interval algorithms presented in [1] are so efficient.

At this point, we cannot say anything if the management of thedata structureL is done by
another way than breadth first, such as for example by deeper first or by lowest lower bound
first.

3.2 Stopping criterion on the precision of the optimal value

Generally inIBBA we use the following test to stop the run of a code when we want to
precisely enclose the optimal value:

f̃− min
(Z, f z)∈L

f z≤ ε f , (8)

where f̃ is a current feasible solution inIBBA (it is found during the computations, see
Algorithm 1).

In oder to obtain the following results about the time-complexity, we have to assume
that the global minimum value, denoted byf ∗, is found, i.e.,f ∗ = f̃. Using the definition
of the α−convergence [8,14,16] of the inclusion functions used for computing bounds of
f over a boxZ, and by denotingf z the corresponding lower bound which is generally also
stored inL , one has the following inequality:

∀(Z, f z)∈ L , f ∗− f z≤ w(F(Z))≤ a×w(Z)α
, (9)

whereF(Z) is an inclusion function of the functionf over the boxZ providing an interval
which enclosesf (Z) (the range off overZ) and wherea andα are two strictly positive real
constant values.

If F(Z)≤ f ∗, the boxZ could be deleted because it does not verify a constraint since f ∗

is the global minimum value; and ifF(Z) > f ∗, the elimination step of line 16 of Algorithm
1 should eliminate the boxZ from L . Indeed,∀(Z, f z)∈ L , f ∗− f z≤ w(F(Z)). Therefore,
in the worst case, if we want to major

(

f ∗−min(Z, f z)∈L f z
)

by ε f , we can overestimate
a×w(Z)α by ε f . Hence, one obtains that the criterion formulated by equation (8) can be
written as:

w(Z)≤
(ε f

a

)
1
α

(10)
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Theorem 15 With a stopping criteria on the accuracy of the optimal value, an efficient over-
estimation of the maximal number of iterations of the main loop of IBBA-LM bf denoting in
this caseIBBA-LM bf

ε f
is:

N (IBBA-LM bf

ε f
(X)) = MaxElts×





n

∑
i=1









log2
w(Xi)
( ε f

a

)
1
α











 (11)

and the corresponding order of time-complexity is:

O (IBBA-LM bf

ε f
(X)) = n×PIBBA-LMbf

εL
(n). (12)

To be more accurate this order of complexity must be multiplied by a constant which can

have an important value:MaxElts×

⌈

log2
w(X)
( ε f

a

) 1
α

⌉

.

Proof.We obtain this proposition directly from equation (10) and by applying Theorems 11
and 12.

4 Numerical Experiments

In this section, we study our algorithm denoted byIBBA-LMHp . This one combines Algo-
rithm 1 and 2 based on the metaheuristic principle describedin Section 2. Its data structureL
is sorted by the increasing order of the lower bounds (f z) and its stopping criterion is on the
enclosure of the value of the global minimum, see equation (8). This section is divided into
two subsections. The first one deals with an example due to H. Tuy and presents some de-
tailed discussions about the behavior of algorithmIBBA-LMHp using different values for the
limitation of the memory. In the second subsection, we test the efficiency of ourIBBA-LMHp

code on some test problems issued from the Library 1 of the COCONUT website [2,15],
which have from 11 to 33 variables.

All the tests are performed on a PC-Intel-Xeon-3GHz computer with 2GB of RAM and
using a 64-bit Linux system. The code is made in Fortran 90/95using f90 which is a SUN
compiler including the interval arithmetic library.

4.1 An example of Tuy

The following example is due to H. Tuy; it can be also found in the Library 2 of the CO-
CONUT website [2], denoted byhs071:











min
x∈[1;5]4

x3 +(x1 +x2 +x3)x1x4

x2
1 +x2

2 +x2
3 +x2

4 = 40
x1x2x3x4 ≥ 25

(13)

In Table 1, we solve this problem using Algorithm 1 with a required precision ofε f =
10−8 on the value of the minimum and of the constraints. We comparethe results obtained by
IBBA-LMHp using a limit on the maximum number of elements inL about 250 000, 500 000
and 750 000 which correspond to some approximative values inMegaBytes indicated in
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Table 1.Nits corresponds to the number of iterations of the main loop of Algorithm 1. The
precisionP represents the accuracy which is certified at the end ofIBBA-LMHp; e.g., the
global minimum value is guaranteed to be between the solution minusP and the solution.

In Table 1, we remark that even if the limit on the memory is very low MaxElts =
250 000,IBBA-LMHp solved the problem with a very efficient accuracy which is less than
10−5 and with less than 2 minutes. Thus, it is shown on this examplethat a small certified
enclosure of the global minimum value can be obtained without the need to use a large part
of the memory of the computer. On this example,IBBA needs 2GB of memory which is
exactly the physical limit of our computer, see Table 1. Therefore, the operating system can
swap some elements ofL on the hard disk and the efficiency in CPU-time can be strongly
degraded; there is a factor 1 000 between an access in memory compared to an access on
a hard disk. This is maybe the case on this example: 47 minutesis needed to solve the
problem, see Table 1.

Algo. IBBA-LMHp IBBA-LMHp IBBA-LMHp IBBA
MaxElts 250 000 500 000 750 000 (no limit)
max|L | 250 000 500 000 750 000 > 4 000 000
RAM 128MB 256MB 512MB 2GB
Nits 1 698 543 3 232 935 4 968 019 22 710 768

CPU Time 1.72min 3.63min 7.28min 46.96min
Solution 17.0140175910 17.0140173514 17.014017320914 17.0140172872

P 6.0089×10−6 1.652×10−6 7.05676×10−7 1×10−8

Table 1 Behavior ofIBBA-LMHp on a Tuy’s example

In Figure 1, we represent the behavior ofIBBA-LMHp on the Tuy’s example (13) by
limiting the number of elements inL with 250 000 and 500 000 elements; the number of
stored elements|L | over the number of iterationsNits are drawn. In a first step, we note
that the size ofL increases following an exponential complexity. Some asperities appear in
Figure 1 when a better feasible solution is found, which makes it possible to delete some
elements fromL . When the limitMaxElts is reached during a second step,IBBA-LMHp

remains very close to this limit. The variableP of Algorithm 2 is then increased many times
and then in the third step, the algorithm converges by eliminating with a lower bound over
f̃−P. This point shows that the convergence of anIBBAcode is then enforced.

Fig. 1 Behavior of the size ofL over the number of iterations withMaxElts = 250 000 andMaxElts =
500 000.
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4.2 Some numerical tests from Library 1 of COCONUT

In order to illustrate the behavior of our algorithmIBBA-LMHp, we have selected some
examples from Library 1 of COCONUT [2]. The number of variables is between 11 and 33,
which is quite large for suchIBBA algorithms. To focus our study on the heuristicHp, we
give toIBBA-LMHp the best known upper bound of the global solution given in [2]in place of
+∞, i.e., at the beginning ofIBBA-LMHp, f̃ corresponds to the best feasible solution which
is previously found by solvers such as BARON, MINOS, DONLP2 or LINGOS, see [2].
The values of these non-guaranteed upper bounds are reported in columnBestSolof Table
2. This approach could be easily generalized: the best knownsolution should be obtained
by another algorithm (for example coming from a Taboo or a VNScode) andIBBA is then
used to prove that it is the best solution and moreoverIBBA can also improve it. Thus, the
objective is not to solve completely the problem or find a better solution, but it is to know
what is the highest precision which can be guaranteed reliably with the available memory.

In Table 2, all the tests are presented.N denotes the number of variables andM the
number of constraints.P represents the certified accuracy that is obtained at the endof the
run of anIBBA code (defined on the top of the column), that means when the algorithm fin-
ishes the global minimum is certified reliably in[BestSol−P,BestSol] (for all the examples
BestSolwas not improved). We perform several tests on each exampleswith different values
for MaxElts, and the last one without this heuristicHp. We choosẽf−min(Z, f z)∈L f z≤ ε f

as stopping criterion. We start withε f = 10−6 except for Tuy’s example whereε f = 10−8.
We add a stopping criterion on the CPU-time fixed to 60 minutes. For only IBBA without
Hp code, the algorithm stops if the size ofL reaches 2 000 000 elements. If the algorithm
stops due to one of this two previous stopping criteria, the value ofP displayed in Table 2 is
max{P, f̃−min(Z, f z)∈L f z}.

In Table 2, we note clearly that the accuracyP is better when the valueMaxElts in-
creases, except on few tests due to the stopping criterion onthe CPU-time. For all the ex-
amples,IBBA and IBBA-LMHp have exactly the same behavior until the size ofL reaches
MaxElts, see Proposition 10. However, whenMaxElts = 2 000 000,IBBA without using
Hp must stop because there is no more available memory on the computer andIBBA-LMHp

continues yielding much efficient certified accuraciesP. We show that with this heuristic it
is possible to have more information at the end of the execution of such a code than without
its use. Moreover, to obtain the same information about the certified accuracyP, less mem-
ory is required than with the direct use ofIBBA code. Actually, the accuracy obtained with
IBBA-LMHp with MaxElts = 1 500 000 is better than the accuracy obtained withIBBAonly.
We also note that for all these examples thatIBBA reaches rapidly the fixed limit of memory
(2 000 000 of elements inL ): that needs generally a few minutes (less than 15).

In this first study, the usedIBBA code is very simple, see [14]: (i) just a bisection by the
middle of the largest component of a box is used; (ii)L is sorted by lowest lower bounds
first; (iii) a constraint propagation technique detailed in[9] is included; (iv) the bounds are
computed directly using the natural extension into intervals of expressions of the function
and constraints given in [2]. Thus to make some efficient algorithms to solve the problems
presented in Table 2 and also for other examples, we must add some steps of a local search
algorithm to improve the current minimum̃f at some iterations of theIBBA code, we also
have to test all the heuristics that we proposed in Section 2 and we have to use better methods
for computing lower bounds [11,14,16].
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IBBA-LMHp IBBA-LMHp IBBA-LMHp IBBA-LMHp IBBAwithout Hp
MaxElts 500 000 1 000 000 1 500 000 2 000 000 2 000 000

name N M BestSolof [2] P T(min) P T(min) P T(min) P T(min) P T(min)
TUY 4 2 17.01401728 1.6520e-6 3.63 3.59487e-7 7.57 1.70085575e-7 10.71 8.62882376e-8 32.26 4.45850297e-7 6.03
ex2 1 3 13 9 -15.0 2.0 2.48 0.9 11 0.7 30.33 0.6 47.08 1.3984375 1.75
ex2 1 7 20 10 -4150.4101 610.0 22.47 500.0 42.8 430.957 60 457.7148 60 673.814200831 16.68
ex2 1 8 24 10 15639.0 11000.0 6.97 9000.0 39.55 9047.25 60 8280.4375 60 10283.4375 3.61
ex5 2 5 32 19 -3500 12100.0 15.03 12000.0 21.18 12000.0 24.03 11450 60 11950 8.81
ex6 1 3 13 9 -0.3525 0.5 2.48 0.3 7.95 0.3 25.28 0.3 13.13 0.37225180 2.93
ex8 4 5 15 11 3.e-4 3.e-5 3.76 2.e-5 12.05 2.e-5 25.28 2.e-5 32.73 2.56827015e-5 3.5
ex9 1 4 11 9 -37 4.97951e-5 1.25 3.e-5 2.93 2.e-5 8.33 2.e-5 9.88 2.03741893e-5 1.75
harker 20 7 -986.51350 900.0 7.22 800.0 33.46 800.0 44.55 800.0 31.91 905.61489392 3.71
hydro 31 24 4366944.0 200000.0 5.72 160000.0 19.38 140000.0 43.55 130303.5687 60 158596.7221 5.25
ramsey 33 22 -2.48750 0.07 11.22 0.07 11.33 0.06083178 60 0.06234392 60 0.06707264 7.06
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a metaheuristic methodology basedon the limitation of the memory
used by anIBBA algorithm in order to solve efficiently constrained global optimization
problems. A theoretical study about the time-complexity ofsuch metaheuristic algorithms
when the data structure is managed by breadth first is done yielding to one of the main
results: the order of complexity isn×PIBBA(n) (n times the complexity inside the main
loop of anIBBA code). This is a polynomial complexity compared to the exponential one
of IBBA. The metaheuristic approach is validated by considering one heuristic which is
entirely detailed and which has the advantage to certify an accuracy provided at the end of
the execution of such an algorithm, which encloses the global minimum value. This heuristic
is just based on a simpleIBBAcode using directly interval arithmetic for computing bounds
and only a code of interval constraint propagation to accelerate its convergence. The purpose
of this first study was just to present the general metaheuristic frame, a complete theoretical
study of the time-complexity of such algorithms and some interests about the use of these
techniques to find efficient solutions of global optimization problems.
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